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Chapter 1 : Our Team - Career Services - Cal Poly, San Luis Obispo
Career Services is dedicated to maximizing career development and opportunities for both students and graduates. We
provide career assessment and counseling that lead individuals to effective career management.

Like every profession, the field of career services has always been concerned with its future. Over the years,
and in regular waves of attention, countless workshops, white papers, and discussions have explored and
projected the changes to come in career services and the implication of those changes for practitioners and
organizations. It should come then as no surprise that we are currently riding another wave of prognostication.
The current drive to better understand and anticipate our future may be distinctive in that it is influenced by
certain environmental factors that threaten a potential sea change in higher education. The rising cost of higher
education is unsustainable, and never before has the value of a college degree and the career outcomes it
historically promises been so highly questioned and doubted. Interest in lower-cost and more efficient
alternatives to traditional higher education models has never been greater. The implications of political turmoil
and a truly interdependent global economy continue to bring new challenges and instability to traditional
economic and labor force principles and projections. The one clear implication in response to these forces is
that career services is being called upon to play a central role in helping produce the successful career
outcomes higher education promises and society now increasingly demands. Chan argued that new models
and new ways of thinking were critical in confronting the new challenges to higher education, and essential to
positioning career services more centrally and prominently within the higher education community.
Interestingly, the proclamation also prompted a spirited response by those practitioners representing programs
and institutions that were already well underway in developing the new model of career services Chan
described. This seeming inconsistency is really not surprising since the "future" never arrives all at the same
time and fully formed. Instead, the future often sneaks up on us, making itself known in ways small and large,
and, if we are fortunate, at a pace to which we can readily adapt and adjust. Dey and Real , and subsequently
Cruzvergara and Dey and Dey and Cruzvergara , described the evolution of career services in a series of
changing operational paradigms that included vocational guidance, teacher guidance, job placement, career
counseling, and professional networking, and that pointed to an emerging model characterized by innovative
connections and partnerships, and the emergence of career communities. Devlin and Helbig described six
strategic themes that would characterize the future of career services work, touching on issues of leadership,
communications, metrics, self-service delivery, new resources, and a new organizational paradigm.
Contomanolis and Steinfeld ; a; b focused particularly on issues of future organizational leadership and
practitioner skill sets necessary to support the new emerging paradigm of career services. The National
Association of Colleges and Employers NACE has contributed to the discussion by providing an ongoing
forum to give greater voice to the diversity of perspectives concerning the future of career services and
recruiting. We posit that while we are thinking and writing about the future of career services, it has indeed
snuck up on us and, in so many ways, is now already here. Consequently, while there are many analytical
dimensions from which to describe our new reality, we have chosen to focus here on four themes driving the
emerging paradigm of career services work and which we believe are most often front of mind for
practitioners and career services organizations. These include the themes of staff, collaboration, analytics, and
technology. Mindset, Skills, Flexibility While it is clear to us that there is no one specific organizational model
that is best suited to undertaking the challenge of career services work today and tomorrow, it is also
abundantly clear to us that the staff who are the lifeblood of our organizations are changing to respond to our
new operating environment. We believe staffing, especially in a time of change, is not about years of
experience, but it is about the right mindset and perspective, the right skills and interests, and the ability to be
flexible and adapt. As the current era of career services continues to focus on connections and communities, it
has become essential for staff to be strong facilitators of groups and synthesizers of information. They must be
approachable, engaging, and responsive. They must be strategic, politically savvy, relationship-building
change agents. In short, we believe that career services staffs must transform their roles into educators who
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complement the work of their faculty partners rather than transactional service providers. The challenge for us
as a profession is to identify the right talent, attract that talent to our work, hire and develop them, and support
their efforts on behalf of our organizations. Talent development is particularly important as we understand the
needs and interests of our Gen Y colleagues. All this, of course, takes leadership and the right kind of
leadership for these changing times. For leaders of career services today, the primary role is no longer just
running the operation. It is also about being externally focused, visionary leaders who can engage and connect
with stakeholders, provide thought leadership concerning the efforts of their organizations, and connect the
activities and outcomes of our work to institutional priorities, goals, and mission. Leadership in career services
today requires individuals who are highly effective communicators who can build momentum and foster
buy-in for needed strategic initiatives. Of equal importance is the ability to attract and develop talent. Effective
career services leaders today hire for attitude and train for skills. They invest heavily in people by placing
them in roles and assigning them responsibilities that align with their strengths, and they dedicate time and
resources to staff training and professional development. In other words, they invest in their people. Effective
leaders today realize their leadership approach must be situational to accommodate the diversity of talent,
interests, and capabilities among every team. Leaders need to gain trust, communicate effectively, and
motivate performance. Building an effective team demands that leaders articulate a clear vision, establish clear
expectations, and both challenge and support their team members in accomplishing individual and
organizational goals and objectives. People have always been the most valuable resource any career services
organization possesses. With the changing operational landscape and each new generation of professionals
comes the need to recalibrate our thinking to focus on the types of people and skills that are needed, and the
type of work that now must be done. Today, this means that institutions must provide career services with
resources at levels necessary to achieve the outcomes expected of them. It also means institutions must
empower career services leaders by positioning their offices appropriately within the institutional
organizational structure, and providing the needed visibility and expressed importance of our work and
contributions. No career services organization is successful without the benefit of key partnerships and
collaborations. In fostering the connected career communities that characterize our work, we need to approach
these partnerships with new energy and commitment. Elevating career services work demands that key
stakeholders benefit from any collaborative efforts and that there is great confidence in the ability of the career
services organization to deliver outstanding service and deliverables. The key is to find ways to collaborate on
multiple levels with multiple partners to jointly accomplish the shared goals and objectives of most value to
the institution. Despite many examples of innovative partnerships and collaborations, our collective past was
too often characterized by "turf wars," concerns about loss of control, and fears that partnerships might dilute
whatever credit and reward was potentially in the offing. Every career services organization should, for
example, have working partnership arrangements in place with alumni relations; fundraising and development;
admissions; academic advisers; selected faculty, researchers, department heads, and academic administrators;
appropriate student services organizations; student employment and community service organizations; student
clubs and organizations; institutional research; and institutional assessment and planning. New realities are
creating new synergies and partnerships with, for example, compliance and risk management organizations to
address issues with internship and other experiential learning opportunities. There are new and innovative
collaboration opportunities as well with disability services in the quest to better identify and support the career
needs and interests of the growing number of college students with disabilities. Much of what is possible is
idiosyncratic to the institution and the career services organization, but, clearly, the exploding need for data
and information, the necessity of leveraging limited resources, the growing needs and expectations of special
populations, the "responsibility sharing" explicit with satellite career services units and increasingly apparent
in academic advising, and the pressures to document and report career outcomes are all among the forces at
work that potentially bring partners to the table. The key to collaboration today is building
relationshipsâ€”reaching out to key individuals and organizations, understanding their needs and interests, and
finding common ground. Based on that foundation of trust and knowledge, joint initiatives are more likely to
reflect the interests of both parties and enhance the chances for success. Collaboration can be more
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challenging when there are differing opinions by well-intentioned people as to how best to achieve a common
goal. In those instances, always emphasize the interests and needs of the clients and stakeholders you are
trying to serve. If you can always keep client satisfaction first, it is easier to work back to a common ground.
Collaboration does not mean that everything will always work the way you want. There is always some
measure of compromise. This is much easier to accept when you put the needs of clients and stakeholders first.
Better Data, Better Analyses We have clearly entered the era of informed decision-making and, as we like to
say, "Data is the new bacon. While this continues to be necessary, it is no longer sufficient. In this increasingly
data-driven age, we must rely on data and metrics to assess and evaluate all our activities and actions. Senior
leaders and colleagues want to understand precisely what dataâ€”qualitative or quantitativeâ€”and what
analyses informed our decision-making. Institutional and academic program accreditation efforts, which have
increasingly focused on measurable learning outcomes and effective use of assessment, along with client and
stakeholder demands for better career outcomes information, have certainly been driving forces in the
emphasis on data and analytics. While for many, the NACE standards on graduating student first-destination
outcomes signaled that the age of accountability and metrics had finally arrived to career services, doing so
would ignore the many efforts to better understand and assess our work already well underway. Surveys, focus
groups, and other forms of evaluation and assessment, for example, have been techniques embraced by career
services professionals for some time. What is distinctive about our work today, however, is the growing
sophistication in our data collection and analysis. We are not just collecting first-destination career outcome
data, for example, but we are analyzing it more critically, identifying trends, and adjusting our efforts
accordingly. Combining the data housed in our enterprise systems with outcomes data, for example, allows us
to build predictive models that help explain the positive relationship between certain career outcomes and
candidate activities. We are becoming more sophisticated in assessment, for example, by combining survey
data with usability studies to allow for better website services design, or in using student focus groups to help
in the final design and layout of marketing and branding materials or selecting among potential workshop
topics. We are using reputation measures to better understand what our stakeholders are potentially saying
about us and focusing our evaluation efforts on more specific audiences to better understandâ€”and respond
toâ€”what subsets of clients really desire and need from us to be successful. Many offices today have
identified key performance indicators, which they track using dashboard metrics. Analyzing these metrics and
identifying trending developments allow us to more strategically reposition resources or shift priorities to
ensure desired results and outcomes. Career services organizations are also increasingly being swept up into
the "big data analytics" that have been driving the corporate world for some time and increasingly penetrating
the higher education world as well. New and existing enterprise system providers are looking at ways to
leverage student data across multiple institutions and multiple student populations to better understand
emerging trends and provide more in-depth and meaning analysis to recruiting organizations, career services
organizations, and student users. The analysis of that data and the story we are able to tell about our efforts
based on that data is a vital part of the emerging new paradigm of career services. Better data and better
analyses allow us to more fully understand and articulate what we are doing well, and identify the best
opportunities for performance improvement. Innovative, Enhanced, Integrated Social media and related
technologies have fundamentally transformed the way people interact and connect, and how we all experience
services and products. In similar ways, employing organizations increasingly rely on social media and
technology to enhance their recruiting efforts and engage more meaningfully with candidates. As a
consequence, career services organizations must be attentive to the latest technology innovations and
applications that relate to our work. Indeed, today they may be in a better position to influence the direction
and nature of those technology applications than ever before. Technology innovations and enhancements are,
by nature, disruptive, and career services organizations must be able to recognize the implications of these
changes and contribute to them in ways that potentially advance our capabilities. Employers are increasingly
focused on tools that help identify and engage candidates more quickly and efficiently. There have been a
number of technology responses to these circumstances. New career services enterprise systems have been
introduced that have more user-friendly interfaces, new predictive algorithms, more sophisticated machine
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learning, and better social media integration. There are many more mobile applications and mobile friendly
websites. There are many more online applications that assess candidates and then seek to connect them to
specific positions, employers, or industries based on that assessment. There are more specialized tools for
specific functions and activities e. Increasingly, application and system developers are involving students and
career services professionals in the design and development of technology tools. Technology developments
are also essential to our emphasis on analytics and accountability. Technology tools allow us to more
effectively collect, analyze, and present data. Infographics allow us to tell our organizational stories in more
visually compelling ways, and the variety of e-publications and targeted messaging tools allow us to share
content and essential branding messages more strategically and broadly. As a profession, we are on the cusp of
a whole new generation of innovative and enhanced technology products and services that provide the
functionality we and our clients and stakeholders demand and expect. These new technologies allow career
services to deliver more desirable outcomes and demonstrate greater value to our institutions. The "future" of
career services that many of us have been predicting is already here. The challengeâ€”and opportunityâ€”for
all of us is to embrace this new world with energy and enthusiasm; to recognize the potential that these new
priorities, expectations, and tools provide us to elevate career services work and position us for success now
and into the future. A roadmap for transforming the college-to-career experience: Rethinking success from the
liberal arts to careers in the 21st century. Voices from the field pp.
Chapter 2 : The Future of Career Services Is Now
The current drive to better understand and anticipate the future of career services may be distinctive in that it is
influenced by certain environmental factors that threaten a potential sea change in higher education.

Chapter 3 : Career Services - West AlabamaWorks!
With career development advisors, industry-specific events and job resources, the Career Services team is here to get
you ready for life after CU Boulder. You can meet with a career development advisor today by calling or schedule an
appointment online.

Chapter 4 : Career Services
Career Services is the place on campus to develop and strengthen your skills and define your unique career path. The
College to Career Pathway is an easy, step-by-step guide to accomplishing your goals so you're ready for life after CU
Boulder.

Chapter 5 : Home | University Career Services
Career Services helps students and alumni in all academic areas as they plan next steps toward a career or further
education. Walk-ins and Appointments Career advising is free to enrolled UNL students.

Chapter 6 : Career Services Archives - Page 4 of 16 - GCU Today
Career Services Today: A Dynamic College Profession. Powell, C. Randall; Kirts, Donald K. This book focuses on the
concepts, philosophies, principles, and practices utilized by professionals in career planning and placement.

Chapter 7 : Six reasons to visit Career Services today | Career Services | University of Colorado Boulder
A Career Coach in Your Corner: Career Services. The Career Services department of CollegeAmerica is like having
job-hunt coach in your corner. We'll help you lay the foundation for launching and nurturing your career.
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Chapter 8 : Career Services: Northern Kentucky University, Greater Cincinnati Region
Connect with a Career Center Today In order to meet the growing need for businesses to hire and train skilled workers,
we partner with the regional Career Centers to offer a range of services to the workforce in West AlabamaWorks.

Chapter 9 : Career Services Archives - Page 8 of 16 - GCU Today
Get started today! To take advantage Career Services, all you need to do is be enrolled in a career-ready Nanodegree
program that includes Career Portal access.
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